We have developed a molecular dynamics simulation code which adopts MPI/OpenMP hybrid parallelization on the basis of fully domain decomposition scheme. The developed codes is highly optimized and scalable for massively parallel computers. We have succeeded to simulate a huge system containing 38.4 billion Lennard-Jones particles on 76800 processors, and have achieved 193 teraflops which corresponds to a 17.0% of the theoretical peak performance. Using the developed codes, we obtained a precise phase diagram and confirmed that the critical exponents of the gasliquid transition are consistent with those of the Ising universality class. We also investigate bubble-nucleation phenomena, and observe the Ostwald-like ripening of bubbles. These results demonstrate that the molecular dynamics simulation method is a promising tool for the era of peta-scale computation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the recent increase in computational power, computer simulation has been more powerful tool to investigate material science. However, it becomes more difficult to utilize the computational power to the full since the increase in computational power is mainly achieved by increase in numbers of CPU-cores. One has to perform some sort of massively parallel computations on such kinds of computers. As a number of processors in- * hwatanabe@issp.u-tokyo.ac.jp creases, time spent for communications may increase. If one wants to utilize a computers consisting of a huge number of processors, one has to adopt a parallelization algorithm which exhibits good scaling for more than ten thousands CPU-cores.
We have developed a huge-scale molecular dynamics (MD) codes with the aim of performing direct simulations of gas-liquid multiphase flow. An investigation of gas-liquid multiphase flow is challenging, since it involves phase transition in microscopic regime and flow in macroscopic regime. A direct simulation of the gasliquid multiphase flow is an approach to reproduce multi-scale and multi-physics phenomena from atomic scale only by assuming particles interactions. While such simulation requires a huge number of particles, the direct simulation of multi-scale physics at the atomic scale are now possible thanks to the development of the computational power. In this manuscript, we report huge-scale MD simulations involving tens of billons of particles on massively parallel computers. We also describe several issues facing programers in dealing with huge-scale simulations.
The present article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, parallelization scheme and efficiency of our code are described. Simulations of multi-bubble nuclei are described in Sec. III. Finally, Sec. IV is devoted to a summary of this study and a perspective of the huge-scale MD simulations.
II. PARALLELIZATION

A. Pseudo-flat-MPI approach
We have two choices for parallelization, flat-MPI and MPI/OpenMP hybrid models. While the flat-MPI model is usually faster than the hybrid for MD simulations with short-range interactions, memory consumption of the flat-MPI is larger than that of the hybrid and it may cause difficulties in substantial simulations. Therefore, OpenMP/MPI hybrid parallelization is required in order to perform a huge job on millions of CPU-cores. One simple way to implement a hybrid code of MD is to adopt the domain decomposition strategy for internode communication with MPI and loop-level decomposition for intranode communication with OpenMP. While this implementation is simple, one has to perform thread parallelization not only for force calculation, but also for other routines, such as pair-list construction, observations, and so forth. A programmer has to consider many different kinds of thread parallelization in order to achieve better performance. This fact imposes a heavy burden on programers. Therefore, we adopts pseudo-flat-MPI approach [1] . By treating thread IDs of OpenMP as ranks of MPI, a full domain decomposition strategy is adopted both for intraand internode parallelization [2] . The pseudoflat-MPI approach is similar to the flat-MPI since both model use shared memory as distributed memory in a node. But memory consumption by the pseudo-flat-MPI is less than that by the flat-MPI since the total number of MPI processes decreases. If the system supports MPI subroutine calls from OpenMP threads, then the implementation of communication of the pseudo-flat-MPI is identical to that of a flat-MPI. However, many platforms dose not support or partially support MPI calls from threads [3] . In such platforms, two-level communication is required, i.e., data required from threads belonging to a different processes should be packed and the receiver process should distribute the data to the destination thread (see Fig. 1 ). One of the disadvantages of adapting the pseudo-flat-MPI model is this two-level communications. However, the CPU-level tuning of the pseudo-flat-MPI is much easier than that of the hybrid. For the naive loop-level decomposition method, loadbalancing of threads and SIMD (single instruction multiple data) optimization should be considered simultaneously. The pseudoflat-MPI model allows a programer to consider only CPU-level tuning, since parallelization of threads is already achieved in higher level.
B. Flat-MPI vs. Hybrid
We perform benchmark simulations of the developed code on FUJITSU PRIMEHPC FX10 at Information Technology Center (ITC) of the University of Tokyo. This machine consists of 4800 SPARC64 IXfx 1.848 GHz processors and each processor contains 16 CPUcores. We use a truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with cutoff length 2.5 in LJ units [4] . Keeping a number of particles per node, we in- crease a number of nodes from 1 to 4800. Each node contains 8 million particles, and therefore, the largest run contains 38.4 billion particles. The number density is set to be 0.5. We perform two kinds of simulations, flat-MPI and hybrid. We assign 16 MPI processes on a node for the flat-MPI run and one MPI process with 16 OpenMP threads on a node for the hybrid run. The results is shown in Fig. 2 . Computational speeds are measured in the unit millions of updates per second (MUPS). per node, we increase a number of nodes from 1 to 4800. While the parallel efficiency of the flat-MPI is almost perfect, that of the hybrid fluctuates.
Computational speed of the flat-MPI is always better than that of the hybrid. The total memory consumption of the hybrid run is less than that for that of flat-MPI, as expected. For the largest run involving 4800 nodes, the hybrid run consumed 10 GB per node out of 32 GB while the flat-MPI run consumed 14 GB per node. Since the computational workload and the memory usage of the user program are identical between two runs, the difference in memory consumption comes from MPI processes.
C. Effect of Hyper Threading
We found that the performance of parallel simulations decreased as the number of processes increased due to the fluctuation of the execution time [5] . While this can be caused from noise from operating system, but details remain unsolved. In order to clarify the cause of the fluctuation, we investigate the effect of hardware multithreading on parallel performance.
We adopt the flat MPI model, that is, we use only MPI for communications. Three types of communication are involved in the simulations, which are (i) exchanging particles that stray from the originally associated process, (ii) exchanging information of particles near boundaries to consider the cross-border interactions, and (iii) synchronization of the validity check of pair lists. The former two are implemented by MPI Sendrecv function and the last one is implemented by MPI Allreduce. Note that, only one integer is sent/received by MPI Allreduce. Therefore, the time spent for the communication is negligible and it plays a role of a barrier.
We perform simulations on SGI Altix ICE 8400EX at the Institute for Solid State Physics (ISSP), the University of Tokyo. It is an integrated blade cluster system consisting of 1920 nodes, 15360 cores and 46TB memory. Each nodes has two Intel Xeon X5570 processors (2.93GHz) which includes 4 cores. Two CPUs in a node is connected by QPI (QuickPath Interconnect) which throughput is 25.6 GB/s. While Intel Xeon X5570 processors support Hyperthreading technology (HT), HT is turned off in the normal operation at ISSP. We turned HT on in monthly large job service and performed benchmarks and compared the results with the benchmark without HT.
We perform the simulation with the identical condition for the largest run in the previous work, that is, the number of MPI processes are 8192 with the same number of physical cores. Therefore, the computational work-load per core is the same for the both run, with and without HT. In the run with HT, there are two logical cores in one physical core. One MPI process is associated with one logical cores, and therefore, the other logical core is always idle through the simulation (see Fig. 3 Figure 4 shows the elapsed time vs. a number of processes. Since we perform the weak scaling, the elapsed time would be independent of the number of processes provided if the parallelization efficiency is perfect. Therefore, the increase in time is caused by the parallel overhead. It shows that HT reduces the parallel overhead drastically. We found that the parallel overhead was caused by the fluctuations of the execution time. Due to the global barrier, the slowest process determines the speed of the simulation. It is found that HT reduces the fluctuation of the execution time. Especially, the time of slowest process is drastically decreased by HT. This result implies that the hardware multithreading technology improves not only the efficiency on single physical core, but also for the performance of parallel computing with more than thousand processes. The fact that the HT improves the parallel efficiency suggests that the parallel overhead comes from the system, not from the target application. However, the overhead is too large to consider that the overhead is caused by OS jitter, since the timescale of OS jitter is typically at most microseconds [6] , while the timescale of the overhead observed here is hundreds milliseconds.
III. MULTI-BUBBLE NUCLEI
A. Phase diagram
In order to perform simulations of multibubble nuclei, the precise gas-liquid phase diagram is required. Therefore, we determine the gas-liquid coexisting curve using equilibrium MD simulations [7] . A method to obtain the gas-liquid phase diagram is shown in Fig. 5 . First, the liquid-gas coexisting state is realized by isothermal MD simulations with Nosé-Hoover method [8] . The simulation box is a rectangular parallelepiped with sizes L x ×L y ×L z . The periodic boundary condition is taken for all directions. We set the ratio of L x : L y : L z = 1 : 1 : 2. The studied system sizes are L x = 32, 64, 96, and 128. We place particles densely in the left side of the simulation box so that the liquid phase exists in the left side and the gas phase exists in the right side of the system (Fig. 5 (a) ). Suppose the gas-liquid interface is normal to z-axis. Then the position dependence of the density ρ(z) is of the form,
where ρ l , ρ g , and λ are the density of liquid, the density of gas, and the thickness of the interface. The position of the gas-liquid interface is denoted by z c . Fitting Eq. (1) to the density profile around at the gas-liquid interface, we obtain the coexisting densities of gas and liquid at the chosen temperature. Fig. 5 (b) shows the density profile and the fitting results. Repeating the above procedure at different temperatures, we obtain the gas-liquid phase diagram (Fig. 5 (c) ). We perform large scale simulations up to 1583504 particles, and obtain the gas-liquid coexisting densities with high accuracy. Using the obtained densities, we estimate the critical exponent of the order parameter and correlation length to be β = 0.3285 (7) and ν = 0.63(4), respectively. These values are consistent with those of the Ising universality class [9] [10] [11] [12] .
B. Multi-bubble Nuclei
Suppose a particle system in pure liquid phase. If the system is suddenly expanded so that the pressure of the system becomes less than the saturation vapor pressure at the temperature, then the system becomes unstable and bubbles will appear. This phenomenon is called cavitation. When the new state after the expansion is placed between the binodal and the spinodal line in the phase diagram, then the system is in meta-stable. After some waiting time, a bubble will appear [13] . If the expansion is large enough, then the liquid phase becomes unstable and many bubbles will appear. This corresponds to the spinodal decomposition. In order to investigate the multi bubble nuclei, we first equibrate the system in the pure liquid phase, and then expand it strong enough so that the multi bubble nuclei occur. The initial temperature is set to be T = 0.9 and the density is set to be ρ = 0.7. This corresponds to the pure-liquid phase. After the equilibration, we expand the system adiabatically so that the density becomes ρ = 0.65.
After the expansion, we turn off the thermostat and perform NVE simulations. We perform two-sizes of simulations. A smaller run with 22937600 particles is performed at ISSP with the flat-MPI parallelization scheme, and a larger run with 1449776020 particles is performed at ITC with the hybrid scheme. The time evolution of pressure is shown in Fig. 6 . We expand the system at t = 50 and the pressure becomes negative. Due to the expansion, the temperature of the system decreases from T = 0.9 to 0.88. After the expansion, many bubbles appear and start growing. Then the pressure of the system increases due to the entropy production of the bubble growth.
In order to identify bubbles, we divide the system into small subcells with a length of 3.0 and determine the local density for each subcell [13] . We chose the threshold density to be 0.2 and if the local density of a subcell is less than the threshold, then the subcell is considered to be in gas phase, and vice versa. A bubble is identified with the criterion of site percolation, i.e., the adjacent subcells in gas phase are considered to be in the same bubble. The snapshots of bubbles are shown in Fig. 7 . While there are many small bubbles just after the expansion, the number of bubbles decreases. Larger bubbles become larger while smaller bubbles become smaller. This phenomenon is called the Ostwald-like ripening.
Size distributions of bubbles at t = 100 are shown in Fig. 8 . While the data of the smaller and the larger runs are qualitatively same, the statistical errors of the smaller one is much larger than those of the larger one. The bubble-size distribution obtained from the larger run has enough accuracy and it enables us to undertake further analysis of interactions between bubbles during the Ostwald-like ripening. These results shows that at least one billion particles are required to study the time evolution of the bubble-size distribution directly. 
IV. SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVE
We have developed a classical MD simulation program with the pseudo-flat-MPI parallelization which works efficiently on the petaflops machine consisting 76800 CPU-cores. We have observed the Ostwald-like ripening of bubbles after multi-bubble nuclei. The Ostwald-like ripening is a multi-scale and multi-physics phenomena since it results from interactions between bubbles, and a bubble results from interactions between atoms. Therefore, we have succeeded in simulating multiscale and multi-physics phenomena directly from the atomic-scale. As number of particles increases, more complex phenomena can be reproduced. The relation between a number of particles and observable phenomena is summarized in Table I . A thousand particles are enough to observe phenomena in linear response regime, such as steady thermal conduction, Couette flow, etc. If you have several tens of thousands of particles, you can simulate dynamics of a bubble induced by heat or laser pulse [14] . If you want to reproduce a bubble nucleation in metastable liquid, several millions of particles are required [13] . As presented in this paper, tens of millions of particles are necessary to reproduce the Ostwaldlike ripening and billions of particles are required if one want to observe the time evolution of bubble-size distribution with acceptable accuracy. Bubble flow will be beyond trillionparticle simulations. As the computational power increases, so does the possibility of the MD simulation. The classical MD simulation with short-range interaction is a promising application which can utilize a peta-or larger scale computers to the full. Today, one has to treat many different kinds of parallel paradigms simultaneously such as SIMD in a CPU-core, thread-parallelization in a node, process-parallelization between nodes, and so forth. Parallelization is not only a thing to be considered. There are many other things that need to be taken care of such as multilevel CPU-cache, different CPU-architecture, and so forth. Even now, the development costs is burdensome. The development costs may increase, but will surely not decrease. If this trend continues, then a person who writes programs and a person who writes scientific papers will be specialized and separated. While it is true that some kinds of specializations are unavoidable, we would like to place a high value on writing programs and scientific papers by a same person. We will happy if the present paper and our codes [15] might help a people who writes a code for huge-scale simulations from the scratch and writes a scientific paper simultaneously.
